If A is an m-complete pseudo Boolean algebra for every cardinal number m, then A is said to be a complete pseudo Boolean algebra.
It is easy to note that every Heyting ring with zero is a pseudo Boolean algebra.
3. The representation theorem for a pseudo Boolean algebra Let A be a given pseudo Boolean algebra.
We assume the following notations, the symbol PCAD denotes the class of all prime filters in A and C*3 sCa3 = < F c PC A3: a e F > , C«*3 SCA3 a { sCa3 : a « A > . Proof. For arbitrary m-indexed sets Ca^D^y, Cb^teT
•we must prove:
We have V C at-»b. € F a b+-»a+ e F 3, t«T m-r»presentation of Boolean algebras t3r C S-V « F ^ tSx Cb t~>V € F ' n ra kK i < n . > n k t«T La t °t J 5 t«T a t t«T D t • n fh >a i < n k k n . t«=T tD t a t J " t<=T D t t«T a t
We know also that tQr ^t^t 3 s u a t ~> u b t • t€T 1 t«T We will define a family FQ £ H as follows F0=<Y«H: 
m-representation of Boolean algebras
It is easy to note that by C*D', we have 0 = 0. We will show that A is an m-Heyting ring with zero isomorphic to A.
We will prove that the mapping : A->A is one-to-one. We must prove that CO a-»b = a • b where a*b»UCx«A: a n x < b } and 
N. Ismail
For any F € JVC A3 w» have F € a-»b a-»b « F. Thus m a-»b « F and in »very pseudo Boolean algebra it is true that a nCa -• b3 < b. Moreover 3 C x c F and a n x < b 3. x«A By CjbhO' we have AAA 3 C x € F and a <" > x £ b 3 and xcA 3 CF € X: a n x £ b 3 . Then F e U { x e A : a n x S b > thus xcA
Hence we have proved a->b £ a % b.
Ltt F c U b # F c U { x i A : a <" > x b > AAA 3 C x « F and a n x £ b 3 3CxcF and a n x S b3 * xcA x«A 
